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1. Abstract
This paper develops a method for identifying overpriced apartments based on historical
data of sales in Greater Copenhagen Area. Data is obtained through web scraping a
www.boliga.dk page and later analysed. The current real estate market in Greater
Copenhagen is investigated and the fundamentals of the housing market are
presented. Furthermore, the key market drivers are reviewed. A regression model is
conducted and tested based on the data gained from the web scraping. The regression
analysis has the purpose of identifying the overpriced apartments in Copenhagen.
Evaluation of the results is executed and direction of further research is drawn. Our
empirical findings confirm that our approach to the problem has been largely successful
and is able to produce predictions that are of high value for real-estate agencies.

Figure 1 - Øresunds region.
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2. Introduction
Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, is located at the centre of the Oresund region
and is one of the most densely populated, affluent and dynamic regions in northern
Europe. According to Statistics Denmark, the capital region will experience a
population growth of 18% over the next 25 years. This makes it the fastest growing
region of Denmark by far. A population growth this significant creates a drive of growth
in the housing market.
For many people, one of the most important decisions and purchases in their life is
buying a property. This is why the trend in the housing market is often a topic of national
attention. The housing market in many ways reflects the economic situation of a
country, and a negative or positive trend can have a massive impact on the general
population. When people consider buying a home, usually the location has been
constrained to a specific area such as close to their workplace or to a school. Besides
location, the housing prices are affected and restricted by the politics, economics,
administration, nature and other factors.
Real estate is one of the most competitive markets in the world. Regardless of the
prevailing economic condition – boom or bust – buyers are still looking for good
investment opportunities and sellers are looking for ways to recoup their investment.
Big data has also found its way into the real estate market. By analysing multiple data
points, such as areas in the city and previous sales prices, it is possible to get a better
read on the property as a whole and make accurate recommendations to clients.
In this thesis we present a modelling process for estimating and identifying properties
that lie outside of the predicted price, using a multivariable linear regression model
based on information gathered from web scraping the biggest real estate database in
Denmark – Boliga.dk.
Many parties have a big interest in acquiring the most precise predictions of the market
value of residential real estate. Real estate agencies benefit from targeting the housing
market with the most accurate prices. It is in the interest of both buyers and sellers to
set the prices as relatively to the market as possible.
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2.1. Objectives
Purpose of the thesis is to create a prototype of a valuation tool for real-estate agencies
in Copenhagen. The tool will provide the real estate agents with location-specific
predictions and trends on the Greater Copenhagen real-estate market. It will contribute
with the following characteristics:


Improve real estate agents’ decision-making through data analysis.



Determine which parameters have the highest influence on the price-level of the
apartments in Copenhagen.



Allow real estate agents to estimate whether an apartment is overpriced.

2.2. Problem formulation
Purpose of this thesis is to answer the following question, which could potentially be of
big interest for real-estate agencies:


Is it possible to identify overpriced apartments through data analysis in the
greater Copenhagen area?

2.3. Structure
The thesis structure is as follows:
Chapter 1 - covers the introduction and formal subjects such as objectives, problem
formulation, structure of the thesis and limitations.
Chapter 2 - contains the theoretical background for this thesis, covering related work
and the theory behind the previous and current state of the Greater Copenhagen real
estate market. The fundamentals and key drivers for the real estate market are
analysed and presented, to give the reader a profound and in-depth understanding that
is required to comprehend the complexity of the real estate market. Furthermore, the
theory behind web scraping is explained. Also, the theory behind linear regression is
clarified briefly.
Chapter 3 - describes the methodology part. The Crisp-DM model illustrates how the
paper is constructed and allows the reader to understand which approach is used. The
regression analysis is conducted, the visualization part is both described and
presented. Lastly, the software used for this purpose is explained.
6

Chapter 4 - is the analysis part where it is described how the data was grasped,
cleaned up and used in SPSS for the analysis. A flowchart illustrates the whole process
from beginning to the end results. The use of Google Maps API is also explained and
the results are presented.
Chapter 5 - describes the overall conclusions of the thesis. Future work is taken into
consideration and explained.
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3. Research design
The science-theoretical approach in the dissertation will be described with help of ”The
research Onion” [1]. The model consists of six rings, which explains each part of the
research process. The process starts in the outermost layer working its way in. The
research onion contributes by adding a more structured method section.

Figure 2 - Illustration of The Research Onion

The research onion
The outermost section describes how the investigators look at the world is stated. This
paper is positivistic, meaning that the researcher’s main focus is to observe and
measure variables in certain controllable conditions and describe the results from
these.
This paper will follow a deductive approach. When using deductive approach, you first
find a possible connection between different variables, which in this paper will be done
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based on existing theory [1]. Using quantitative data makes it possible to test different
hypotheses.
This paper starts by being a case-study, investigating the related work that exists in
this field and using the gained knowledge to create hypotheses. Different variables are
selected and then tested through a regression analysis. Finally the results are uphold
against the hypotheses to validate them. Additionally only quantitative methods are
used with measurable and numeric data, with statistical comparisons.
The study is time-constrained from 2006-2017 thus the research is cross-sectional and
therefore only serves as a snapshot of the situation. The final part of the research onion
has to do with the data collection and analysis, which is explained in the section 5.3.,
page 32.
3.1. Limitations
In this section, we present the characteristics that influences the findings from this
research. First of all, the data used for this thesis comes from one source that originally
includes eleven variables (described in chapter 6.6.). Therefore, information about
apartments like transportation feasibility, whether the building has been recently
renovated and proximity to highly trafficked road is not taken into account regarding
attractiveness of an apartment. However, the data obtained is still sufficient to identify
the overpriced apartments. It should be considered in future work, what makes those
apartments so attractive and try to find an answer by looking into additional features.
In order to correctly constrain sample size, while keeping it sufficient, we decided to
look into apartments sales in the Greater Copenhagen Area since 2006. The amount
of data is big enough to find significant relationships. Data from boliga.dk also contains
errors (described in 6.5.) that have to be manually inspected and deleted.
City transportation feasibility has been rejected as a possible variable that influences
price sales, as it is impossible to trace back bus routes in the past and the way they
have changed. When the metro construction is finished, in a near future, it will be
possible to observe whether it affects the prices of the apartments in the area.
One of the limitations of this project is the finite amount of addresses that can be
transformed into latitude and longitude by Google Maps. Maximum is 2500 requests
per day [27]. Therefore, emphasis is put on visualizing data within one postal code. For
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future use as a commercial application, it would be necessary to buy a subscription for
Google Maps services.

3.2. Related work regarding the real estate market
A number of research papers were inspected in order to clarify the scope of the project.
The literature about the Danish real estate market is not overwhelming. Furthermore,
it is hard to find any specific literature about predicting housing prices. Therefore, it has
been necessary to look elsewhere to find related scientific work. One of the papers
reviewed is based on the real estate market in Stockholm while another one focuses
on the real estate market in Los Angeles. While these two real estate markets are
fundamentally different than in Copenhagen, many similarities can still be found.
Furthermore, a deeper understanding of contemporary knowledge about the real
estate market in Copenhagen is described in chapter 4.1., page 14.
The real estate market in Stockholm

Authors Robert Hu and Emil Sjögren wrote the paper ‘Analysis and prediction of
apartment prices in inner city Stockholm (2014). The paper is based on the real estate
market of apartments in inner Stockholm. The main focus is on finding the best fitted
analysis method, in order to predict the prices for an apartment based on its
characteristics. Furthermore, the paper attempts to clarify which factors determine the
value of the apartment. Data was acquired by contacting broker firms in central
Stockholm. The data obtained consisted of 7000 sales, including different parameters
such as:


Initial price



Price per m²



Final price



Amount of rooms



Floor level

The data was based on sales from August 2012 to February 2014. Three models were
compared:


The Linear Model



The Time Series



The Combined Model
10

The conclusion was that both the linear model and the time series model are valid up
to an accuracy of 66%. The linear model without outliers had a median accuracy of
90% and all the models were set around this level. They found that the most accurate
model is the combined one without outliers. Besides that they found that it is more
expensive to live in a central district of Stockholm and on a higher floor. Furthermore,
they found some indications that autumn is a good season to sell and winter is optimal
for buying.
The real estate market in Los Angeles

The paper ‘Predicting the Market Value of Single-Family Residential Real Estate’
(2015) by Roy E. Lowrance. The paper is based on the residential real estate prices in
Los Angeles County in the time period 2003 through 2009. The main goal of the paper
is to systematically design a local linear model that has the lowest expected error on
unseen data. A wide range of linear models was used in order to find the most accurate.
The parameters used in the linear model consisted of 24 different house and location
features, such as:


Living-Area



Year-built



Swimming pool



Median-household-income



Parking spaces



Total rooms

From the 24 parameters 15 were found to be relevant.
The real estate market in London

The paper ‘Machine Learning for a London Housing Price Prediction Mobile
Application’ written by Aaron Ng, presents a mobile application that can generate
predictions for future housing prices in London. A number of regression methods was
tested and compared in order to find the most accurate. The different models used
includes:


Bayesian Linear Regression



Relevance Vector Machines (RVM)



Gaussian Process (GP)
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Of these the one that gave the most accurate results was the GP. By using GP as the
choice of the prediction method, it was possible to produce predictive distributions
instead of just point estimates. Besides from that, this paper included GPS coordinates
in one of the models which provided a useful feature in predicting the real estate prices.
The real estate market in Istanbul

The paper ‘Determining the Factors Affecting Housing Prices’ written by Ezgi Candas,
Seda Bagdatli Kalkan and Tahsin Yomralioglu tries to determine which parameters can
be used as valuation factors. The city of Istanbul faces some obstacles that are not
taken into consideration in the previous paper, such as:


Population growth



Illegally built houses



Disaster-vulnerable buildings



Infrastructure related problems



Transportation issues

The study uses Multiple Regression Analysis to find which parameters are most
significant. The test is performed 3 times, with the first test consisting of 19 parameters.
Second test is conducted with the 15 most relevant parameters from the first test.
Lastly the third test is performed with 5 parameters that are found most relevant. These
parameters are:


Floor



HeatingSystem



EartquakeZone



RentalValue



LandValue

The conclusion is that LandValue and RentalValue have the highest impact on the
housing process. The other parameters are following them. The dataset used in this
paper only consist of 116 data points. This sample size is very limited and it is
concluded in the paper that it is very likely that the regression model will change
drastically with a bigger sample size.
Quality of related work
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Summary of the related work

The related work is relevant in many ways. The material has been analysed and the
most useful statements have formed the basis for our own investigations. The main
aspects of the related work are the following:


The use of GPS coordinates to plot the real estate’s instead of addresses
The use of geo-location is more useful than the actual address. With the use of
Google Maps API it is possible to plot the exact location with the help of geolocation.



Use long time periods of data sets
Our data stretches from 2006-2017. This amount of data gives us the necessary
prerequisites to construct a valid analysis.



Gives an insight on which linear models are useful/relevant
It is clear that the most useful method of analysing the selected variables are
through a regression analysis.



Gives an insight of which parameters are relevant to predict the housing prices
From the related work we have picked the most useful variables. These,
together with the ones that are accessible from the database, forms the basis
for our regression analysis. See chapter xx for a more profound explanation of
the exact variables.



Small dataset can be misleading
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4. Theoretical background
The goal of this section is to give the reader a profound understanding of the Greater
Copenhagen real estate market and the mechanisms that drives the prices.
Furthermore, the theory behind the chosen regression method is explained and lastly,
the theory behind data scraping is clarified.

4.1. Sources
This sections main property data sources, consist of the two leading property indexes
in the Danish real estate market, and different scientific sources within the real estate
market:




Sadolin & Albæk
Danmarks Statistik (DST)
Scientific papers on the field

These sources are picked, since they give an objective and profound explanation of
the key mechanisms that drives the real estate market in Copenhagen. It is estimated
that these sources holds the highest representativeness because their analyses of
the real estate market, are based on professional assessments and transparent
transactions from the Copenhagen real estate market.
Sadolin & Albæk
The Sadolin & Albæk index is published by the Danish advisory and brokerage firm
under the same name. First publication came in 1985, and the index covers different
aspects of the Danish real estate market, with the prime focus on commercial and
investment property’ in the Capital region.
Danmarks statestik
DST also publishes a yearly index covering statistics on commercial and private real
estate and has been doing so since 1992. The index is measured based on all real
estate transactions registered in Denmark.
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4.2. Greater Copenhagen housing market
Danish economy is slowly on the way towards recovery. The unemployment rate is on
a downwards stream and the consumer spending is going up. Nevertheless, the growth
rate is still struggling and stays under the 2% mark, which indicates that the Danish
economy still has a long way to go before it is up and running [2].
Since 2014 the prices have increases for houses in the Capital Region in the range of
5-6%. pr. Year [2]. The same development has occurred in the rest of the country, but
at a lower level. However, it is in the market for condominiums, the big cities stand out
in the form of high rises. Viewed over a longer period, price volatility in the capital has
generally been higher than for the rest of the country as a whole. The amount of
condominiums is, as in the rest of the country, at a very low level. The high turnover
and low supply is helping to push up the prices in Copenhagen and pull the national
average up. The past year’s rising prices of condominiums in Copenhagen city has to
be viewed in light of a growing population. Copenhagen and Frederiksberg's population
have increased by 10-12.000 people a year since 2008. This is due to migration and relocation, but also that have bigger amount of young people choose to stay in town,
after they have started a family. In 2014, migration from the rest of the country was
almost zero, while population growth was fortified by rising immigration and increased
birth surplus [2].
On the other hand, there is a number of newly built apartments in Copenhagen, which
helps to increase the supply of condominiums, and thus puts a damper on price
increases. Over the past four quarters, the amount of construction that were completed
was nearly four times higher than the recent low point in the wake of the financial crisis
in Q2 2010 [2].
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Greater Copenhagen has a population of around 1.2 million. Combined with the
Øresund region the count makes close to 3.8 million residents. One of the main drivers
of growth in the housing and labor markets is population growth. According to Statistics
Denmark the Capital Region of Denmark, is expected to grow 15% over the next 25
years [3].

A new study from Eurostat shows that the Danish GDP per capita is more than 25%
higher than the EU average. Furthermore, in Copenhagen the GDP per capita exceeds
the national average by 25% [4]. Education-wise the residents of Copenhagen, that
graduate with a university degree, exceeds the EU average with a whopping 74%
above the average in EU capitals. The housing situation in Greater Copenhagen is still
booming. A combination of strong demographics and low interest rates make the
current housing market very attractive for both the public in general and also domestic
and international institutional investors, property funds and companies. To sum-up
some of the key drivers of the Greats Copenhagen housing market are [2]:


Overall population growth fuels the boom in new construction, urban renewal
and development of infrastructure.



High concentration of high-income inhabitants and a strong business
environment.



Low level of interest rates. E.g. negative short-term interest rates or 10-year
government property yields below 1,0% p.a.
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4.3. Macroeconomic overview
Interest rates have domestically and internationally been falling for numerous years
and in Denmark the long-term mortgage interest rate reached down to 2% in 2015.
Since then the rate has moved up to 3%, but the current level still remains very low [5].
This applies even more so in the short end of the maturity spectrum. Low interest rates
have through the recent past contributed to increasing activity in Denmark and
stimulated housing prices. The further decline in the beginning of 2015 combined with
an overall improvement in trading conditions lead to an acceleration in the house prices
in the first months of 2015. This was the case for both single-family houses and
condominiums. Developments in the annual rates of price increases shows, however,
relatively large monthly fluctuations, so it may be difficult to derive the most recent
tendency.
It is uncertain how much and how quickly progress in Copenhagen might spread to the
surrounding areas. Such diversity will take the top of the price rises in Copenhagen
when residents move away from the city. Historically, there has been a high correlation
between trends in Copenhagen and the surrounding regions. It is not just a scattering
effect, but is also due to the housing market in the country affected by the same
underlying factors, including general economic development.

4.4. Residential property market
Only one in five of the Copenhagen residents own their home today. On national level
50% of the Danes prefer owning than renting a property. One major reason is that
Copenhagen is a city with a significant amount of first time job hunters, students and
senior citizens. All of them normally prefer flexible housing. Another major cause is to
be found in the fact that a major share of the Copenhagen properties consists of
relatively small units not suitable for families. Furthermore, the recent years
urbanisation has changed the general migration pattern, where a larger amount of
young families with small children (usually just one) is settling in the central city districts
instead of the suburbs where most of them grew up [2].
One of the consequences of the economic crisis in 2007/08, was stricter requirements
to obtain a loan of mortgage, for the Danish FSA demanded that homebuyers put up a
down-payment of min. 5% of the full price. This fuelled the rental market in the following
years. By 2014 this negative pattern was broken, by a combination of low interest and
17

growing confidence in an upcoming economic recovery. It triggered many households
to swing back to ownership housing. This trend continued throughout 2015 and 2016
[2].

Figure 3: Housing stock in Copenhagen. Source: Statistik Danmark
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4.5. Fundamentals of house prices
Many factors determine the real estate prices. For example, an increase in the real
estate market could be explained by a rise in the general disposable income. There is
a lot of literature in this field and most of it suggest that the price of real estate is
decided by short-run demand orientated variables and a long-run equilibrium [7].
Because of the volatile nature of house prices, most models incorporate a deviation
from equilibrium that works as a corrective variable, this helps to focus on the
permanent factors of the model.
The fundamentals of house prices consist of three main components. They consist of:
1. Real disposable income
2. House stock supply
3. Interest rate
Other important variables include, affordability, unemployment rate, credit supply and
demographics. Another explanation that is widely recognized is house prices as a
function of general income. This explanation is supported by investigating the cointegration between house prices and income, having income as the explanatory
variable [8].
A study from 2010 - Blixen,Finecke, 2010, analyses which factors influence the most
on housing prices and also accounts for how many models use the different factors.
All the models used in the study, are from European countries, and therefore can be
applied to Denmark. A table with the factors and their related elasticity towards the
dependent variable are presented in the following page.
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Elasticity of house-price Elasticity

Estimated

Nb. of Models

towards factors

elasticity average

using factor

Housing stock supply

-0.5 – 7.9

-3.2

11

Real disposable income

0.2 – 8.3

2.2

18

Demography

2.9

2.9

1

Real credit

0.2

0.2

2

Real wealth

0.4 – 0.7

0.6

2

Unemployment

-0.5 – 0.5

-0.07

3

Price Expectations

0.9

0.9

1

Construction Cost

1.8

1.8

1

CPI

0.8

0.8

1

-0.2 – 0-3

-0.13

2

0.3

0.3

1

-1 – 9.42

-4.3
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Stock Index
Housing Affordability
Real interest rate
Figure 4:: Elasticity of house-price vs. factors

The table should be interpreted as follows: For example, the factor ‘Real Disposable
Income’ is the most used variable (18 models uses this factor). On average it has a
positive effect of 2.2% on the house price. This is perfectly logical thus wealthier
population equals an increased demand of real estate services.
Another example could be the ‘Housing stock supply’ factor. This factor has an
estimated elasticity average of -3.2 that should be read as the percentage change of
the house price if a 1% change occurred to the factor.
The real interest rate is the second most analysed variable following real disposable
income. The housing prices are affected negatively as a consequence of the interest
rate. When the real interest rate raises, the loans get relatively more expensive,
meaning a decrease in housing prices. Other important factors that influences the
housing prices include demography, general unemployment rate and price expectation
[9].
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4.6. Section summary
The purpose of this section has been to examining and present, the factors and general
key drivers that influence the Copenhagen real estate market. It was found that the
real estate market is driven by the following factors:


Overall population growth



Limited house stock supply



High concentration of high-income inhabitants



Low level of interest rates

All of the above-mentioned factors will be used as part of the regression analysis,
except of ‘Limited house stock supply’. The reason behind this, is that the amount of
data within the house stock supply field, is very limited. It is simply not possible to get
hold of enough sources and data in this field, to obtain a valid conclusion.
Housing is an important commodity. The consequences of what happens in the
housing market stretches far an inflicts not only the individual house owner, but the
whole macroeconomic perspective. The most important aspects include:


Makes up an important part of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).



The stock of housing and building constitutes as a great part of the overall
national wealth.



Changes in the housing market effects not only the value but also the
distribution and composition of national wealth [6].
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4.7. Linear Regression Model
The linear regression model represents the relationship between two or more
variables, which are described by this formula:
𝑋𝛽 + 𝑒 = 𝑦
In this formula y is the regressan, which is known as the response variable or the
dependent variable. The X represents the covariates, or the independent variable. If
there is only one covariate the regression will be known as “simple”, if there is many it
is called “multiple linear regression”.
The β’s are the coefficients and are the ones we are looking for. Using previous
observed data they can be estimated and once found they represents the relationship
between y and X’s. Lastly e represents the error term which captures factors that
influence y but are not included in the model [10].
Multiple Regression Analysis

Multiple regression analysis (MRA) is a technique that allows multiple factors to be
calculated in the analysis separately. By doing so the effect of each factor can be
estimated. This is valuable information in order to quantify the impact of numerous
influences upon a single dependent variable.
MRA is a highly used method within data analysis, to examine the relationship between
the dependent variable and the independent variables. A multiple regression equation
to predict “y” can be expressed as follows [10]:
𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 +∙∙∙ +𝛽𝑛 𝑥𝑛 + 𝜀
Dummy variables
Often a covariate is not a quantity, but an attribute. In order to see the effects of the
attribute it is necessary to implement a technique called dummy variable.
X will be a covariate that is an attribute. In case the elements in x are active they would
be represented by 1, if there are no effect it will be represented by 0.
In this paper, the dummy variable was tested to distinguish the apartments where the
price was set above the predicted sales price. The results are presented in chapter
6.5.1
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4.8. Data scraping theory
Screen scraping is a technique by which a computer program extracts the data from
another program's output. The program used for this purpose is the so-called screen
scraper. The main distinguishing feature of screen scraping from parsing is that the
output of the scraping program is intended for human, and not for machine-based
interpretation. Ideally, a replica of table from boliga.dk would be presentable in Excel
file. Human-readable format is often encoded as ASCII or Unicode text. There are
many synonyms of screen scraping: data scraping, data extraction, web scraping,
page scraping, and HTML scraping (the last three refer to web pages).
Typically, data transfer between programs takes place through data structures adapted
to machines rather than humans. Such structures and protocols are usually wellordered, easily parsed, and limit ambiguity and duplication to a minimum. Very often
they are unreadable to a man. Human output is the opposite of the above - formatting,
redundant labels, comments and other information are not just superfluous, but can
also interfere with data interpretation. However, if the output is only available in such a
user-friendly format, screen scraping becomes the only automated way to transfer
data. This term originally referred to the reading of data from the terminal screen
memory. Similarly, screen scraping also means computerized HTML processing on
web pages. In any case, screen scraper must be programmed not only to process
interesting data, but also to reject unwanted information and formatting.
Web Scraping
In case of extracting data from content of HTML webpage, stored in text, HTML
scraping is a relevant option. Data is stored in an encoded text form (ASCII or
Unicode), designed for human end-users, not for automated use. Purpose of this HTML
scraping is to download the data from boliga.dk and save it into CSV file which could
be later transformed into excel file, that allows to run Regression Analysis and provides
necessary data to visualize it and answer research questions. Large websites usually
use defensive algorithms to protect their data from web scraping and limit the number
of requests an IP may send [11]. Websites like boliga.dk have large amounts of pages
that are dynamically generated from an underlying structured source like a database.
For example, looking up books in Amazon clearly shows that it presents author, title
and comments in the same way in all its book indexes. That kind of data is typically
encoded by a common script or template. In recent years, the websites like comparison
24

shopping have emerged from extraction technologies. They create value-added
services for private as well as business users.
In the literature review, we focus on topics that regard data scraping accuracy,
choosing the best software/programming language and legality of data scraping from
data hosts.
Arasu and Molina [12] present a great framework on how to inspect webpages in order
to find the relevant and valuable information hidden in HTML web pages. They describe
how the data is transferred from an underlying structured source like database to HTML
file. The paper studies the problem of automatically extracting structured data encoded
in a given collection of pages. Authors describe challenges in deducing the template
such as differentiating between text that is part of the data and text that is part of the
template. An algorithm for tackling the problem is presented with an extensive
description of how it works. Authors also show schema for page creation. It is required
for a web scraper to understand what does HTML markup consists of – tags, characterbased data types and entity references. Some of the tags such as line break <br> do
not permit any embedded content. Understanding the HTML architecture is necessary
to scrape relevant data. Authors present the results of their algorithm – „on average
around 80% of the attributes were extracted correctly.”
Another research, conducted by Hirschey [13], focuses on legality and acceptance of
data scraping. He describes that the trends in data scraping seem to be reversing, as
in the past scrapers were reposting information in order to compete with the scraped
website and currently scrapers can offer mutual benefit which has the potential to
enhance service provided by the scraped website. Increasingly symbiotic relationship
between data scrapers and data hosts only adds to difficulty to clearly establish legal
background of scraping case law. Author describes technical background on scraping,
analyses legal protection for databases, drafts the key legal claims against scrapers
and examines scraping litigations in order to determine when the suits have been
successful/unsuccessful for data hosts. He focuses his work on US and international
law.
Among the web scraping services that have mutual benefits for both the scraper and
data host are web search engines. They pull data of search terms user enter to link the
user to relevant webpage results. Even though they are web scraping service, they
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have avoided the blame associated with scraping because they are ”an instrumental
part of the online ecosystem”. In example Google’s PageRank is thought to be the
biggest scraping system that scrapes data from billions of webpages [14]. The problem
that webmasters often face is the high consumption of Googlebot transfer. It may cause
the pages to use their transfer limit and will be suspended for some time. It is a problem
especially with mirroring pages that store gigabytes of data. Google allows access to
“Webmaster Tools” which allow site owners to adjust the “intensity” of Googlebot’s visit
on the web page [15] Another valuable information provided by Hirschey regards
technical background of scraping. Because it extracts data from HTML template (code
is written accordingly to a scraped webpage), it is unstable to changes by data hosts.
In regards to the legality of web scraping, author presents information that airline price
aggregators such as Kayak, Orbitz and Expedia have all been subject to legal action
[16]. Facebook has history of suing third-party applications that have accessed and
republished its’ users’ data [17]. It is interesting to see that Craigslist which alleged
services like Padmapper, 3Taps of improper gathering of their information and
reposting it as a map interface that plots the location of the user-generated ads, has
evolved their business with a similar mapping service. Author states there is “no direct
legal protection for databases” [18] However, data hosts can suit scraper if they can
prove the scraper has harmed them. Case Intel vs. Hamidi is a precedent that ruled
that server inconveniences do not constitute an actionable harm [19]. Scraping may
slow the processing power of websites and in extreme cases crash a website or server.
To conclude, Hirschey says that multiple instances of data hosts pairing up with
scraper show that data host should seek ways to embrace scrapers that seek to
improve their services. He also notes that scrapers should review their business model.
If a data host thinks scraper is parasitic, then he can sue the scraper.
Chen, Chiang, Storey [20] chime in with a thorough research regarding Business
intelligence and analytics (BI&A). It has become increasingly important topic in the
business communities. Big Data Analytics is identified as one of the four major
technology in the 2010s. Survey ran by Bloomberg Businessweek (2011) depicts 97
percent of companies with revenues exceeding $100 million do their business using
business analytics. It allows companies to better understand their business and
market. With the better understanding of goals and limitations, managers can make
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timely business decisions. Authors describe characteristics and capabilities of BI&A,
and companies shift into data-oriented business with well-structured data stored in
commercial relational database management systems. Growth of the Internet has
stimulated e-commerce businesses such as eBay or Amazon. Actions such as product
placement optimization, customer transaction recommendations or customer
relationship management can be currently accomplished through web analytics. A
unique opportunity for companies to treat the market as a “conversation” between
businesses and customers instead of one-way “marketing” is believed to be
accomplishable due to social media analytics.
Web and e-commerce communities have created the buzz surrounding BI&A and Big
Data. They have also led to significant market transformation with innovative ecommerce platforms and product recommender systems (eBay, Amazon). Internet
firms such as Google or Facebook continue to drive the development of web analytics
and cloud computing. Data Analytics have also had a wide influence on other fields
such as: Smart Health and Wellbeing, Security and Public Safety (criminal network
analysis), Science and Technology (mathematical and analytical models). As one of
the foundational technologies in Web Analytics author presents web crawling, web
services and recommender systems – all of which consist of data scraping.
Author presents graph which shows increasing meaning of both Business Analytics
and Big Data in publications from 2000 to 2011.

Figure 5: BI&A related publication trend from 2000 to 2011. Source [20]
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The last paper [21] provides overview to web scraping technologies. Author reviews
scraping frameworks and tools while identifying their effectiveness and weaknesses in
terms of extraction capabilities. Glez-Pena gives overview of what does web scraping
consist of:


Site access through HTML protocol



Html parsing and contents extraction



Output building

That information is essential to create a working web scraping software. Author
proceeds to describe common libraries (Scrappy, BeautifulSoup, Apache HttpClient)
and frameworks for writing a web scraper. Author also says that although web scraping
has lost some of the need for it, due to proliferation of web services, there is still a
number of scenarios where it is the only available method to get the data from the host
(i.e. whenever API is not available or API do not give access to the desired data). What
is more, author presents the division of web scraping approaches:


Libraries for general-purpose programming languages



Frameworks



Desktop-based environments

Information found in table below allow to see strengths and weaknesses in opensource web scraping libraries.
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Figure 6 – Open-source web scraping libraries and framework. Source [21]

The literature review gives valuable inputs in regards to choosing the proper software
for performing data scraping. It allows to choose between general-purpose libraries or
a more integrative solution which is a framework. Comparison gives a better
perspective of what library suits the best for the purpose of this thesis. Another
important aspect discovered from literature is understanding how is data scraping
perceived in the letter of law. It is clear to see, that violation of data hosts’ rules can
lead to filing a suit against scraper as it has happened in situations described in this
chapter.
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5. Methodology
The method section aims to provide a structured overview of the studies and the
method used to answer the problem formulation. This section gives the reader an
understanding of how the thesis has been conducted and how the empirical data of
the thesis is collected. At the same time, this section gives the reader the ability to
reflect on the choice of methodology, including the consequences of the
methodological method.
5.1. CRISP-DM Model
Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining, also known as CRISP-DM is a model
used for describing the most common approach that experts use for tackling problems.
It provides a structured approach to planning data mining projects. The model consists
of 6 steps: Business Understanding, Data Understanding, Data Preparation, Modelling,
Evaluation & Deployment. [22]

Figure 7 - Crisp-DM model.
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Business Understanding
First step is to get a basic understanding of the business that one wants to examine.
This can be done by methodically reviewing the following stages:
In the first step, we examine how the current real estate market is in Denmark and the
greater Copenhagen area. It is important to understand the basic mechanisms of the
housing-market in order to perform the correct analysis.
Data understanding
After gaining a basic understanding of the company the following step is to collected
the available data and create the overview of this. In order to understand the data, we
looked into Boliga.dk database. We looked into which variables was available and used
the ones we found most relevant to our project. Boliga.dk dos not provide any API,
which means that the data can only be obtained by scraping the webpage.
Data preparation
The very first step is to collect all the data from Boliga’s webpage. This was done using
scraping code written in Python language.
Next, we save it in Excel and search for errors in the output. The data is dissected in
order to look for irregularities and deviations due to errors in the database. These errors
are then corrected in Python.
Modelling - SPSS analysis
In this step, the analysis is run in SPSS based on the acquired data from the previous
steps. In the SPSS analysis outliers (errors found by authors) are found and removed
from the dataset. Next, the overpriced apartments are identified.
Output visualisation using Google Maps API
The output from the SPSS analysis is then presented in a heat-map using Google
Maps API.
Evaluation
The model is checked for validation in this step. We check whether we achieved the
required goals and whether the model performs in the desired way.
Deployment
Further development is discussed in this step. Questions are raised on how can the
model be improved so it adds more values to real estate agencies business.
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5.2. Software
Jetbrains Pycharm software

PyCharm - integrated development environment (IDE) for the Python programming
language, developed by Jetbrains company. It provides: editing and analysis of source
code, graphical debugger, launching unit tests. It also supports programming and
creating web applications in Django, as well as live editing of HTML, CSS and
JavaScript (only in professional edition). In can be downloaded at:
https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/#section=windows
Python is a high-level programming language with extensive libraries to choose from
[23]. Python implements several paradigms simultaneously. Similarly to C ++, Python
does not enforce a single programming style, allowing different uses: object-oriented
programming, structured programming and functional programming are possible.
Types are checked dynamically, and garbage collection is used for memory
management. Although its popularity is based on the differences with Perl, Python is
in many ways similar to it. However, the designers of Python rejected the complex Perl
syntax for a more cost-effective and, in their opinion, more readable syntax. Although
similar to Perl, Python is sometimes classified as a scripting language, and is used to
create large projects such as Zope Application Server or the Odoo (Enterprise
Resource Planning / Customer Relations Management) software.
Python was designed to provide as much readability as possible in the source code. It
has a simple text layout, uses indentation or English words where other languages use
punctuation and has far less syntactic constructions than many structural languages
such as C, Perl, or Pascal.
BeautifulSoup is a HTML and XML parsing library which also allows user to fetch
contents from URL and to parse certain parts of them. As of 05.05.2017 fourth version
is available (BeautifulSoup 4.5.3).
It has a great use for obtaining data through web scraping. It only fetches the contents
of the URL that user gives and then stops. It does not crawl unless it is manually put it
inside an infinite loop with certain criteria. It allows to choose certain tags from HTML
file from which user wants to extract data.
Installing BeautifulSoup:
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BeautifulSoup4.5.3 is compatible with Python 3.6. It is an included package that is
installed with command:
>>pip install beautifulsoup4
SPSS

SPSS is the acronym of Statistical Package for the Social Science. SPSS is a software
used worldwide within the statistical analysis of data. SPSS was originally developed
by SPSS Inc. and acquired by IBM in 2009. In addition to scientific research it is often
used in market and opinion research as well as epidemiological studies.
SPSS is a great tool to determine the factors that affect the value of real estate. Some
of the factors found through the SPSS analysis will only have a minor significance,
while others will influence greatly on the value of the real estate.
Notepad ++

Notepad ++ is an extensive text editor based on the Scintilla project, distributed under
the GNU GPL license. It highlights syntax of VB / VBScript, Unix shell scripts, BAT,
SQL, Objective-C, CSS, HTML, Pascal Perl, Python, Lua, Ruby, Lisp, Scheme, Diff,
Smalltalk, PostScript and others. In addition, the editor user can create colouring for
his or her programming language using the built-in system.
The program supports autocomplete, search and replace strings with regular
expressions, split screen editing, zooming, tabs (the ability to open several files at the
same time). The program also allows you to create macros and plugins. A useful option
is to search and highlight pairs of parentheses (opening and closing).
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5.3. Data Scraping from Boliga.dk
In order to conduct the thesis, data regarding sales of apartments in Copenhagen was
necessary to be obtained. Boliga.dk is a freely accessible database of every apartment
or house sold in Denmark since 1992. Data can be sorted by post number, street, type
of accommodation and year of sale. Since the webpage does not provide an API, the
data needs to be scraped.

Table 1 - Boliga.dk database

5.3.1. Accessing the data
Combination of fn+f12 in Google Chrome browser opens the Developer Console. It
can also be accessed by hovering over an item on a webpage and selecting „Inspect
Element” from context menu. Google Chrome, as other web browsers, has support for
web developer tools, which allows web designers and developers to look at the makeup of their pages. It is a built-in tool into the browser which does not require additional
setup and configuration. HTML and DOM viewer is included in the built-in Development
Tools. HTML and DOM viewer allows to see the DOM as rendered in addition to see
which classes, JavaScripts (JS) are parts of the webpage. Apart from selecting and
editing, the HTML elements panels demonstrate properties of DOM object, such as
dimensions and CSS properties. Which is a necessary part of inspecting a webpage
as it typically loads additional content in forms of URL links, images, scripts, fonts.
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Figure 8 – Developer Console in Google Chrome.

The Elements panel depicted below allows us to see which part of database is written
in which element of HTML. It needs to be identified in order to scrape the required
information from table to CSV file.
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Figure 9 – Identifying relevant elements.

Figure 10 – Identifying cells which include data.

5.3.2. Explaining the code in Python
This part of code is requesting library necessary for opening URLs as well as
BeautifulSoup library for parsing the text from the webpage.
from urllib.request import urlopen as uReq
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup as soup

Following is the part responsible of creating a csv file in project folder. Data will be
saved into this file.
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filename = "apartmentss2930.csv"
f = open(filename, 'a') # a stands for append
Then a loop is opened. At each iteration, a maximum of 60 pages is scraped because
if the number is exceeded, then the connection to the website is lost. Following error
appears:
TimeoutError: [WinError 10060] A connection attempt failed because the
connected party did not properly respond after a period of time, or established
connection failed because connected host has failed to respond
Error happens because boliga.dk has a software which disables connection to
programs that download the data from it. In order to tackle the following problem,
function sleep() is included in the loop with every 60th page. It suspends execution of
the program for the given number of seconds. From experiments with data scraping
using the code, it has been observed, that with sleep time of 300 seconds program
does not lose connection.
For loop is opened and its variable is transferred to the URL, so with each iteration of
the for loop, the next page with data is scraped and saved into CSV file. Fortunately,
page numbers with sales data only differ by one digit at the end of address. Connection
to the webpage is established. Using the BeautifulSoup function the HTML page is
parsed and all the data inside the cells of the table is read.
for num_of_pages in range(1, 180):
# loop variable transfered to url
my_url =
'http://www.boliga.dk/salg/resultater?so=1&sort=omregnings_datod&maxsaledate=today&iPostnr=2300&gade=&type=&minsaledate=2010&p={}'.
format(num_of_pages)
# opening connection, grabbing the page
uClient = uReq(my_url)
page_html = uClient.read()
uClient.close()
# parsing html
page_soup = soup(page_html, "html.parser")
# Find tables in html
tables = page_soup.findAll("table", {"class":
"searchResultTable"})
rows = page_soup.findAll("tr")
print (len (rows))
cells = page_soup.findAll("td")
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print (len(cells))
if num_of_pages == 60 or num_of_pages == 120 or num_of_pages == 180
or num_of_pages == 240:
time.sleep(300)
#main loop
x=0
while x <40:
.
.
.
MAIN FUNCTION HERE
f.close()

Inside the For Loop there is a While Loop, which contains the main function. It reads
all the data inside the table from boliga.dk and saves it into values separated by
comma, which later allows to transfer it easily into Excel file. Each of the variables
takes out the data from cells, the name is according to what is inside the cells in original
table. Original table has 10 columns, therefore ‘x’ variable is transferred into output
cells as a multiplicity of itself. That allows to cover all of the cells from the original table.
while x <40:
cells = page_soup.findAll("td")
adress_apt =
cells[10 * x].get_text(separator="
").replace("ö", "o").replace("é", "e").replace(",", "
").replace("Æ", "0m0").replace("Å", "0n0").replace("Ø",
"0b0").replace("æ", "0v0").replace("å", "0c0").replace("ø",
"0x0").replace("ä", "0z0").strip()
#postal_code =
re.sub("\D", "", adress_apt)[-4:]
money =
cells[10 * x + 1].text.replace(".", "")
type_of_sale = cells[10 * x + 2].text[10:]
year_of_sale = cells[10 * x + 2].text[6:10]
kr_sqmeter =
cells[10 * x + 3].text
no_of_rooms =
cells[10 * x + 4].text
boligtype =
cells[10 * x + 5].text.replace(",", "
").replace("ø",
"o").replace("æ", "ae").replace("å",
"a").replace("ä", "a")
sq_meters =
cells[10 * x + 6].text
build =
cells[10 * x + 7].text
percentage =
cells[10 * x + 8].text.strip()
#print(adress_apt , money, type_of_sale, kr_sqmeter,
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no_of_rooms, boligtype, sq_meters, build, percentage, '\n')
f.write(adress_apt + "," + money + "," + year_of_sale + "," +
type_of_sale + "," + kr_sqmeter + "," + no_of_rooms + "," +
boligtype + "," + sq_meters + "," + build + "," + percentage + "\n")
x += 1
Each cell is scraped to take out the data for: address, price, type of sale, year of sale,
square meter price, number of rooms, type of accommodation, size of apartment in
square meters, year the building was erected, and percentage of difference in sales
price from the original price. Function f.write() saves the data into CSV file.
Taking out the address is causing the biggest problems, since Danish language has
three special characters: æ, ø, å. In addition to that, it has also been noticed that letters
ä, ӧ and é are present in streets names. The data has to be prepared in a way that
allows Power Maps in Excel and Google Maps to identify addresses correctly. If
nothing is changed following error occurs:
“UnicodeEncodeError: 'charmap' codec can't encode character '\xf8' in position 32:
character maps to <undefined>”
Using the function which replaces errors, gives us following results:
>> adress_apt.encode(sys.stdout.encoding, errors='replace')
b'H\xc3\xa4ndelsvej 24| ST. TH2450 K\xc3\xb8benhavn SV'
Original address is “Händelsvej 24| ST. TH2450 København SV”. Problem that stems
from this solution is that the result of the function is bytes (represented by b’ ‘), which
means that this is not a data of string type. That makes it impossible to pass it into CSV
file.
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New approach has been decided. Special characters are replaced by string of signs
and letters that normally do not exist in words. Afterwards, they are to be replaced
manually in excel to the correct letters using find and replace function.
Original letter
Æ
Å
Ø
æ
å
ø
ä

Replacement
0m0
0n0
0b0
0v0
0c0
0x0
0z0

Table 2 - Letter correction table

Solving problem with <br> in text
The <br> break in HTML makes both lines of address combined in output when using
.text() function.
Result: Peter Holms Vej 12| 1. TH2450 Kobenhavn SV
The text attribute of a BeautifulSoup tag returns a string composed of all child strings
of the tag, concatenated using the default separator (an empty string). To substitute a
different separator, one can use the get_text() method.
Therefore break is to be substituted with space using get.text(separator=” “).
Result: Peter Holms Vej 12 1. TH 2450 Kobenhavn SV

Data processed in the following way is prepared to be used by Power Maps and Google
Chrome.
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5.4. Preparing the dataset for a regression analysis
In this study, the dataset is generated from the real estate database Boliga.dk. The
webpage has been scrapped and 54.073 relevant data points has been found. In order
to determine the valuation factors that influences the most on the value of a property,
11 different variables have been selected and analysed. The variables are found based
on the most used variables in the related literature, and from the theory background.


Floor
Tells on which floor the apartment is located. Ground floor is marked as 0 in the
dataset.



Price
Latest sales price.



Sales year squared
Tells the latest sales year of the real estate.



Sales meter squared
Tells the latest sales year of the real estate squared.



Sq. Meter price
Represents the average yearly income, for people living in Copenhagen.



Yearly Income
Represents the average yearly income, for people living in Copenhagen
Tells the sq. meter price based on the latest sales price.



No. of Rooms
Tells the number of rooms in the apartment. Kitchen and bathroom is not
considerate as a room according to Danish standards.



Interest rate
Tells the yearly average interest rate level.



Sq. Meters
Amount of sq. meters.



Year Built
Tells the year when the building was build.



Population Growth
Shows the overall population growth in the city of Copenhagen.
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These variables are used to conduct the regression analysis. See chapter 6.7. page
59.
Outliers
In a regression analysis, sometimes a few outlying observations can have a deep
impact on the estimated coefficients. For this reason, it is important to find and delete
these observations from the data set. After running the analysis in SPSS the following
output is generated:

Reading the output:
1. The table below shows how the prices are divided into percentage. E.g. The
lowest 25% are priced from 1.295.000 DKK and below. 75% of the apartments
from our dataset are priced 4.125.440 DKK or below.

Table 3 - Output in SPSS

2. Next, we use the 25% upper and 25% lower percentiles to calculate the outliers
in the dataset. We find that anything above 6.479.000 DKK could be considered
as an outlier. The same goes for all prices below 2.269.000 DKK, but since the
dataset does not contain any negative numbers, no outliers will be identified in
the lower percentiles. Since the idea of analysis is finding overpriced
apartments, it would undermine the purpose of this project to delete the outliers
in that matter.
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5.5. Data visualisation using Google Maps API

Table 4 - Flowchart of Google Maps API process
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Google Maps - Internet service for finding objects, viewing maps, aerial imagery of the
Earth, 360 ° panoramic street view (street view), real-time traffic, and route planning
by car, public transport, bicycle, foot or ferry. It was created in 2005 by Google. It is
free for non-commercial users. Google has created an API that allows you to insert
your own map into any web page. Access to the API comes from JavaScript,
ActionScript 3 (Google Maps API for Flash) or as a Google Static Maps API. Google
Maps API requires a free key that can be obtained by anyone. The key allows access
from one domain or domain directory. Google Maps API allows you to integrate a fully
functional map with your own data and event handling functions into your website. The
service is free until the maps on webpage does not exceed 150,000 requests per 24
hours

[24].

User

can

track

the

console

panel

provided

by

google

at

https://console.developers.google.com/. The console also provides information on
libraries available as well API key information.
Obtaining API key
In order to use the Google Maps API, the user is required to obtain a unique key. The
key needs to be pasted into the JavaScript code before compiling. The key allows
Google to monitor activity of applications developed by user. There is also an extensive
tutorial for how to use Google Maps API including examples of importing data into
maps, visualizing data, creating legends and drawing on the map.
Heatmap Layer
For the purpose of this thesis a code provided by Google is used. It is freely accessible
under URL:
https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/examples/layerheatmap
In order to transfer overpriced apartments data into JavaScript the CSV file which
contains latitude, longitude and weight (representing how much overpriced an
apartment is) needs to be transformed into file that contains correctly encrypted data.
In order to pass the locations into heatmap, it needs to be coded in a following manner:
{location: new google.maps.LatLng(55.68744, 12.537371), weight:0.04}
Function takes latitude and longitude as first two arguments and weight as third.
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How to obtain latitude and longitude from full address?
Once the data is obtained and analysis in SPSS is run, we receive data with addresses
of apartments and a number that indicates whether they are overpriced. Addresses
are transformed into latitude and longitude representation using following geolocation
web service: https://www.doogal.co.uk/BatchGeocoding.php
That data is pasted into Excel file and subsequently transformed into CSV file. After
that process, it is encrypted using “csv2sila.py” (see in appendix).
Once the data is input into the JavaScript and saved it can be presented in the web
browser. Results are presented in chapter 6.9.
Explaining csv2sila.py – code that encodes locations for google maps
Code written in python is responsible for encoding the file from CSV to line of code that
is read in JavaScript for creating Heatmap. Input of this program is a CSV file that
contains values as following: latitude, longitude, weight. Once the program csv2sila.py
is executed, a JavaScript snippet file is created. It inputs the data from CSV file into
lines that are readable by Google Maps. Following lines of code below define the
function createSnippet() which creates a JavaScript snippet:
def createSnippet(csvReader, fileName, order):
# Open file for JavaScript code
jsSnippet = open(fileName, 'w')
for row in csvReader:
jsLine = "{location: new google.maps.LatLng(%s, %s),
weight:%s},\n" % (row['lat'], row['long'], row['weight'])
jsSnippet.write(jsLine)
# closing the file
jsSnippet.close()

The main function defines the order in which function arguments are written to the
snippet, reads the CSV file and runs the function createSnippet() and saves the
snippet in project folder. Full code can be found in Appendix.
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Explaining Google Maps Heatmap JavaScript Code
Heatmap is a graphical representation of data where each point is represented by a
gradient of colour. It is helpful in representing how dense are the points in the maps,
or where the points have the highest value.
The code is a HTML file with JavaScript embedded, that connects to google maps and
allows it to be shown in web browser stored on local host.
HTML structure looks as follows:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Heatmaps</title>
<style>
// Functions that define how does map look in the web browser – size
in //the window, position, height.
</style>
</head>
<body>
//Function that holds button to toggle Heatmap, change gradient
etc.
<script>
//Map initialization
//Defining buttons’ function, defining gradients
//Plotting heatmap data using function getPoints()
</script>
<script>
//Line of code that holds the Google Maps API key
</script>
</body>
</html>

Map initialization:
function initMap() {
map = new google.maps.Map(document.getElementById('map'), {
zoom: 13,
center: {lat: 55.683447, lng: 12.591248},
mapTypeId: 'satellite'
});
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User defines where is the center of the map on the initial view and how much area
does it cover, by toggling the zoom value. Type of map can also be selected. Possible
inputs: roadmap, satellite, hybrid and terrain. Satellite seems the most appropriate one,
as it allows the viewer to glance upon the building represented by heatmap point.
Buttons definition:
function changeOpacity() {
heatmap.set('opacity', heatmap.get('opacity') ? null : 0.2);

Pressing on the button triggers action which changes the opacity from value 1 to 0.2,
which allows user to precisely see building beneath heatmap layer.
Script which includes Google Maps API key:
<script async defer
src="https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/js?key=xxxxxxxxxxxx&librar
ies=visualization&callback=initMap">
</script>

Key number is hidden in order to prevent usage by unwanted persons. Full code can
be seen in appendix.
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6. Analysis
This chapter provides the reader with a description of how the analysis have been
structured and conducted. A brief presentation of Boliga.dk is made before moving on
to a flowchart that provides an illustration of the overall process of creating the software
from raw data. The regression model in SPSS is explained, and the results are showed
in Google Maps API.
6.1. About Boliga.dk
Boliga.dk is a Danish portal for both property seekers and for people generally
interested in the housing market in Denmark. The portal is not associated with a
particular real estate and allows you to search across the country. It is owned by the
Danish online company Euroinvestor. Boliga.dk is visited by approximately 457,000
people a month (pr. November 2015), which makes the 36th most visited Danish web
media. Boliga.dk also operates in Sweden and Norway.1
Boliga today consists of the main page, a related property portal ”Selvsalg.dk” (for
home sellers who want to sell without the help of a realtor) ”Lejnu.dk” (rental) and
”itvang.dk” showing foreclosures. Boliga.dk can provide information about the real
estate market, such as geographical location, price per square meter, length of stay
and previous trade prices. Registered users can put homes they find interesting on
their ”watch list” and receive alerts when there are changes connected to the specific
property. Boliga.dk also associated with a user-controlled housing debate where users
discuss topics of interest rate increases to landscapers.
Boliga’s is trying hard to promote residential self-sale, by removing the traditional realestate agencies, and aiming at connecting the seller directly with the buyer. This will
save the vendor a lot of expenses. Their goal is to gain a market share of 10%.1

1

www.boliga.dk/om
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6.2. Flowchart – Overall process
The flowchart communicates the logic of a system in an easy way. It also acts as a
blueprint during systems analysis and program development phase.
Process:

1. The main data source is Boliga.
2. First, it is essential to convert
the raw data into an Excel file. This
is done by data scraping Boligas
database and converting it into an
excel file. This is a very delicate
process, in which many adjustments
needs to be performed before
mastering the code.

3. When the Excel file is finished,
the Excel Power map can be
created.

4. The Excel file then needs to be
converted to an SPSS file in order
to run the regression analysis.

5. Next, the overpriced
apartments are identified through
the regression analysis.

6. Lastly, the overpriced
Table 5 - Flowchart of overall process

apartments are plotted into Google

Maps, to visualize them.
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6.3.

Data scraping results

Data has been scraped with 100% of accuracy. 107.927 were scraped with data of
apartments sales in Copenhagen area. After excluding data regarding family sales,
house sales, errors etc. 54.073 entries were left for purpose of analysis.
6.4.

Visualization - Excel Power Map

Power map is an add-on business intelligence tool for Excel that can be downloaded
for free if the user has the MS Office package. Power Map works as a powerful 3D
data visualization tool that allows the user to plot geographic and temporal data onto
custom maps. Based on geocoding it allows the user to pinpoint a geographic location
based on a description E.g. Address, city, postal code, country etc. If installed
successfully the plugin will appear in Excel under the “INSERT” tab.

Figure 11 - Excel Power Maps

6.4.1. Preparing the data
The data set should be structured into an Excel table format, where each row
represents a unique record. This is important to allow Power Map to interpret it
correctly when it plots the geographic coordinates.

Figure 12 - Data in Excel Power Maps

Power Map requires one or more geographic values per row of data. This value could
be a City, Country, State or Address. The more specific the geographic values is
described the more accurate Power Map will plot the data.
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The data is structured into 10 different rows. First row represents the specific address
including the postal code and city. Next row represents the listed price upon the time
where the condominium was set for sale. The following labels needs no further
explanation.
Select data
Next step is to select the data, which in this case is the whole table, then we click on
“INSERT”, “Maps” and “Launch Power map”. The Power Map window will appear, and
the actual visualisation work can begin.

Figure 13 - Plotting data into Excel Power Maps

The plugin will automatically detect one of the parameters “Address” and show the
exact location on the map.
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Figure 14 - Output

Visualization
Power Map supports five types of visualizations:


Stacked Columns



Clustered Columns



Bubble



Heat Map



Region

These options can be selected in the Layer Pane. To visualize the price range
throughout Copenhagen the Heat Map option was used. Heat map gives an easy and
quick overview of how the price changes. The scale goes from blue to red. It is possible
to adjust the colour scale, the radius of influence and the opacity.
Errors with Power Map
The data set used consist of 107.927 unique entries scraped from Boliga.dk from
selected postal codes for Greater Copenhagen area. The data set represents every
sold condominium and house from 2006-2017. From that whole of data, only
condominium sales will be represented in this paper. Also, family sales will be excluded
as they are sold on a price 15% lower than the market price. After excluding
aforementioned data, 58.707 unique entries have been noted.
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From the 54.073 entries Power Map localizes 74% and marks 26% as errors. These
errors consist of addresses that Power Map is not able to localize or addresses that
Power Map localizes but marks as a “guess” meaning the addresses is not 100%
correct according to the database. This means that 18,7% is actually plotted on the
map but Power Map just is not positive whether the marked area is 100% correct. The
last 7,3% is completely missing from the map. A wide range of issues affects the end
result:


Power map does not recognize new postal codes, such as 2150 Nordhavn.
Other postal codes such as 2500 Valby are not recognized by Power Map.
Changing the name of the city, in this case Valby, to Copenhagen will make
Power Map localize the address.



Power Map can’t read the specific details of an address, such as “TV or ST” that
indicates wetter is the right or left condominium



Power map is unable to localize certain addresses without any explanation. This
effects 7.3% of the entries
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6.5.

Data cleaning

When working with data it is always essential to perform error detection. No matter
how efficient the process of data entry is, errors will still arise. For this reason data
validation and correction is highly important. One important aspect of data cleaning is
the identification of the root cause of the errors detected and using that information to
improve and prevent the errors from reoccurring [25].
Errors found
Data cleaning is basically centre around improving the quality of data. Errors in data
are very common and to be expected. The errors in the dataset obtained from Boliga.dk
are basically identified as being priced incorrectly. For instance, the picture below
represents some of the apartments that are clearly priced incorrectly in-correctly.

Table 6 - Data cleaning output

Column B indicates the sales price. The first apartment is priced at 33.337.100. DKK
for a 35 m² apartment in Frederiksberg. This is obviously a mistake that has occurred
from Boliga.dk. 102 apartments was deleted due to troubleshooting. This was done
manually by looking up suspiciously cheap/expensive apartments. After removing the
errors from the dataset 54.073 datapoints were left.
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6.6.

Variables in SPSS

This section presents the different variables used in the regression analysis.

Figure 15: Means plot from SPSS analysis

Mean plots are used to see if the mean varies between different groups of data. Mean
plot can also be used with ungrouped data to determine if the mean is changing over
time. In this case two parameters have been selected: Mean of Square-meters and
Sales-Year. What we can conclude from the plot is following:


From the years 2006-2009/2010 the tendency clearly indicates that the sale of
lager apartments was increasing.



From 2010 until today the trend line turned the other way and began decreasing.
Today it is smaller apartments that are being sold.
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Scatter plot
The scatter plot allows visualization of how the apartments in our dataset are
distributed. The price of the apartment is represented as Y and size as X. It is clearly
that most apartments lay in the price field between 0-10.000.000 DKK. The size of the
apartments are concentrated between 0-200 m². The scatter plot gives a quick
overview of the two variables. It is important to stretch that the scatter plot can be a bit
misleading, for example it might appear as there is a considerable amount of
apartments above 100 m², even though this actually only accounts for 20% (11.006
apt) of the apartments from the dataset. In other words 80% (43067 apt) of the
apartments from the dataset are below 100

Figure 16: Scatter plot from SPSS analysis
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6.7.

Predicting Values of Dependent Variables

To run a multiple regression analysis the first thing to do, is select the variable that is
to be predicted (the dependent variable) from more than one independent variable, by
using multiple regression analysis.

Figure 17: Variables in SPSS
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From the regression analysis in SPSS we get the following results:

Figure 18: SPSS output

R-Square provides an indication of the explanatory power of the regression model.
What would be considered a good R-Square result depends on the setting and type of
data used. R-Square simply tells the percentage of variance in the depend variable
explained by the collection of independent variables. The R-Square value range from
0 to 1, where 1 represents a perfect correlation between the independent and depend
variable(s).
If a significant level can be accepted as -0,10-0.050 most of the variables in the
regression model have a significant impact on the dependent variable, except ‘Floor’,
‘Floor_Sq’, ‘Overprice’, ‘Sales_Year_Sq’, ‘Rooms’ and ‘Population_Growth’, for this
reason the variables are removed from the analysis and the regression is conducted
again. This time the model only has significant coefficients.
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Figure 19 - Most significant variables

The regression analysis is now conducted with the most significant variables. The
following variables have the highest positive correlation:


Square meter (.492)



Sq_M_Price (.486)



Interest rate (.231)



Yearly Income (,088)

There is no surprise in these results. They align well with our expectations. The square
meter price is the most significant variable. The higher amount of square meters equals
a higher price. The second most significant variable is the square meter price, which
is quite logical, since the higher the square meter price is, the higher the total price will
be. The national interest rate is also a key driver in relation to the real estate prices.
The regression analysis tells, that when the interest rate goes up, the general real
estate prices goes down. This aligns well with the statistical material that exists in this
field. See appendix for further explanations. Lastly, the ‘Yearly Income’ has a positive
correlation as well. Basically, when the general incomes raises so does the general
real estate market. ²
The only real surprise, is that the coefficient ‘Population_Growth’ has a very low
significance. One way of explaining why this coefficient is insignificant, is because of
the relatively small changes in the population growth. From 2006-2017 the difference
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is 16% in the population growth, and compared to the interest rate and changes in the
income level, the change is low.2
6.7.1. Dummy variables
Dummy variables were used in the regression analysis but did not change the overall
output. The dummy variable was set for identifying the overpriced apartments from
the regular ones. The results were insignificant and for that reason we chose to leave
them out of the analysis. See appendix for results
6.7.2. Model summary
The model summary tells how accurate our model, consisting of the variables
mentioned before, correlates with the price. The R-Square value is 0,799 which equals
to 79% accuracy. This result is highly satisfying and proves that the model in this paper
has a good fit.

Figure 20 - Significance of variables

2

https://www.kk.dk/sites/default/files/Status%20p%C3%A5%20K%C3%B8benhavn%202016.pdf
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6.8.

Conclusion of SPPS analysis results

When constructing a regression model it is important to have the right balance,
between which variables should be used in the model and what data is available. It
was decided to use 11 variables from the beginning, based on relevant theory and
related work. Of those variables, only six showed to be significant.
Based on the results from this chapter the following can be stated:


75% of the apartments in the dataset are priced at 4.100.000 DKK or below.



All apartments above roughly 6.400.000 DKK could be considered as outliers,
we still chose to use them in the analysis in order to identify the extremely
overpriced apartments.



Six significant variables are found to have an impact on the general price
level of the apartments in Copenhagen.



The size of an average apartment being sold, is considerably lower today
than back in 2010, 80% of all the sold apartments are 100 m² or below.
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6.9.

Identifying overpriced apartments

To find the overpriced apartments it is necessary to find the predicted prices first. This
is done through a prediction analysis in SPSS:
1. First calculate the difference between the actual prices and the predicted
prices.

Figure 21 – Computing variable for finding overpriced apartments

2. The result obtained from this is a new variable that shows the disparity between
actual prise and predicted prise. The difference is found simply by diving the
actual price with the predicted price, as shown above.
3. The results obtained from the previous steps are presented in the highlighted
column on the right, in the table below. If the number is above 1.00, the
apartment is over-priced, below 1.00 the price is under-priced. For instance, if
the price is set at 1.45, this equals to the apartment being overpriced by 45%
according to the predicted price.
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Table 7 - SPSS data

4. Next, we categorize the overpriced apartments into city districts. Following
results are obtained:
Overall overpriced Apartments – Central Copenhagen
Inner city + Vesterbro

Østerbro

Frederiksberg

5.6%

5.1%

4.8%

Table 8 - Overpriced apartments CPH

5. The table above reflects the distribution of overpriced apartments in each
district. Inner city + Vesterbro are affected by a 5.6% overprice in general.
Average of overpriced Apartments only – Central Copenhagen
Inner city + Vesterbro Østerbro

Frederiksberg

32.9%

17,8%

19,8%

Table 9 - Overpriced apartments CPH

6. The table above accounts for the average price of the isolated overpriced
apartments. For example, of all the overpriced apartments in ‘Østerbro’ the
average price is 19.8% above predicted price.
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6.10. Plotting the apartments in Google Maps
The results obtained from the previous sections are then plotted into Google Maps.
The purpose of this is to research whether there is any patterns or somehow a
correlation for the overpriced apartments.
Østerbro
In Østerbro 428 are found to be overpriced by 20% and above. Out of the 428
overpriced apartments 97 of them was found to be overpriced by 50% and above.

Figure 22 - Google Maps API output
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Inner city + Vesterbro
Inner city and Vesterbro accounts for 619 apartments being 20%+ overpriced. 140 of the overpriced apartments accounts for being
overpriced by 50% and above. Especially the areas in inner Vesterbro and parts of Christianshavn are effected by being overpriced.
Surprisingly enough the most overpriced apartments are not located in the absolute city centre, but in parts of Christianshavn, one
explanation for this could be that the prices by default are priced extraordinary high in the city centre.

Vesterbro
Inner City
Christianshavn

Figure 23 - Google Maps API Output
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Frederiksberg
In Frederiksberg 343 apartments are overpriced by 20% and above. 77. Apartments are overpriced by 50% and above.

Figure 24 - Google Maps API Output
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6.11. Section summary
Many factors influences the areas with a high concentration of overpriced apartments
however, three main factors appears to play a key role in regards of overpriced
apartments:


Newly build buildings



Buildings with a sea view



Buildings placed in urban renewal zones

One of the clearly overpriced areas in Østerbro, is concentrated around the waterfront,
this could easily explain why the prices are so high. Another major factor that appears
to influence the prices are newly build apartments. Newly build condominiums makes
up for a big part of the overpriced areas. This pattern shows in all the city districts.
Furthermore, some of the overpriced areas are located in urban renewal areas. For
example, the area “Klimakvarteret” in Østerbro is a project founded by the City of
Copenhagen, with the purpose of creating a neighborhood geared to deal with the
climate changes that the future brings, such as the large rainfalls that Denmark has
suffered from in the event of a cloudburst [26]. Also the area in Vesterbro named
‘Central Vesterbro’ has experienced a massive urban renewal in the period 2011-2017,
which could account for the extraordinary high prices in this exact area.
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7. Conclusion
The last chapter of this project, ties up the whole thesis with a conclusion that leads to
future work. Based on the selected method, theory and analysis we try to address the
issue:
Is it possible to identify overpriced apartments through data analysis in the
greater Copenhagen area?
The theoretical background assures the dissertation a high validity and reliability. It
gives a profound insight in the complex mechanisms that drives the real estate market.
Based on the findings from the theory, different conclusions are made and put to a test
in the analysis section.
From the analysis part it is concluded that we have managed to exploit all feasible
information from boliga.dk database. A linear regression model has been developed
and executed. From the results of the regression analysis, we can conclude that the
model is valid up to an accuracy of 79%. Regarding the signification of our model we
can conclude that six of the original eleven variables are indeed significant. Our results
were aligned with the general belief, that there is a close relationship between socioeconomic variables such as the interest rate and income level, and the property prices.
Our results and approach, from Google Maps API, provide real-estate agencies with a
novel way to find over-priced apartments. There appear to be a close relationship
between newly constructed areas and urban renewal projects, and overpriced
apartments.
We developed a working prototype of an application, and the results are highly
satisfying. The results are encouraging enough to warrant further work on the matter.
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8. Criticism & Future work
The criticism mainly focuses on the overall perspective of the issue in terms of
differences between a theoretical and practical approach to create new software,
hereafter the focus is on the scientific sources and the related work.
The analysis is characterized by having a practical approach that not necessarily
match the theory in the field. By only having, a limited access to the required
software, in the sense that much software such as Google Maps API requires a
payment subscription to be able to work with it profoundly, sets a natural limit in
regards of the results. The conclusions that are obtained from the related work are
based on scientific papers from different parts of the world. This could be
contradictory to the Danish conditions in the real estate market, since major
economic, demographic and political factors might make the variables hard to
transfer directly to the Danish real estate market. Other important parameters such
as, if the building has been renovated or the distance to public transportation could
affect the price. However, we feel confident about the results. The variables are
objective and transparent, and reflects the conditions in the real estate market in
Copenhagen in the period 2006-2017, based on the free accessible data that exist in
this field.

8.1.

Future work

The future goal is to create a working application for phones with the data storage and
all of the calculations executed in cloud technology. It would allow user to zoom in on
a certain area of Copenhagen and see what are the prices of apartments sold, the
development of the prices for a given period of time, as well as identifying an exact
building and showing information such as sales records within the recent years.
Additional information such as how much does the floor level affect the square meter
price in that building would be presented.
It requires a tighter integration of systems working together, as well as periodical
scraping that allows the data to update automatically. Furthermore, we advise to create
an interface where the user can exclude uninteresting information (such as family
sales, different types of accommodation etc.).
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